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Abstract
This paper offers a nuanced examination of the role Large Language Models (LLMs) play in coreference resolution,
aimed at guiding the future direction in the era of LLMs. We carried out both manual and automatic analyses
of different LLMs’ abilities, employing different prompts to examine the performance of different LLMs, obtaining
a comprehensive view of their strengths and weaknesses. We found that LLMs show exceptional ability in
understanding coreference. However, harnessing this ability to achieve state of the art results on traditional datasets
and benchmarks isn’t straightforward. Given these findings, we propose that future efforts should: (1) Improve the
scope, data, and evaluation methods of traditional coreference research to adapt to the development of LLMs. (2)
Enhance the fine-grained language understanding capabilities of LLMs.
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1. Introduction

Coreference is a task that straddles sentential and
intersentential (‘discourse’) interpretation, and re-
quires deploying all types of linguistic information,
from lexical to syntactic to contextual, and non-
linguistic information as well such as commonsense
knowledge. Which is why the task has attracted
so much attention from the Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) community (Poesio et al., 2023).

The most recent generation of Large Language
Models (LLMs) like ChatGPT appear to have solved
a broad spectrum of NLP challenges, including
ones that would seem more complex than coref-
erence resolution, such as solving mathemati-
cal (Zhang et al., 2023) and code generation (Jiang
et al., 2023) problems. Given these advancements,
it’s natural to wonder how proficient such LLMs are
at tackling coreference, and what their strengths
and weaknesses are. Furthermore, the emergence
of such models prompts us to consider the future
coreference research in this new context.

To answer these questions, we conducted a se-
ries of experiments on GPT series, LLAMA2 fam-
ily (Touvron et al., 2023), and Bard1, analyzing their
effectiveness at coreference resolution. We first
ran a preliminary analysis using GPT3.5, which
revealed it to be able to correctly interpret corefer-
ence in a variety of classic examples, as detailed
in Appendix A. We then tested the models on a
larger scale and in a quantitative way, consider-
ing two different tasks. The first task is classical
whole-document coreference resolution. For this,
we used data from the recent crac 2018 (Poesio
et al., 2018) and codi-crac 2021/2022 (Yu et al.,

1We discuss Google’s Bard on Appendix F.

2022) shared tasks, which cover the full range of
anaphoric interpretation and genres including both
written text and dialogue . For the second evalua-
tion, we tested the models on WinoGrande (Sak-
aguchi et al., 2020), which is considered a subtask
of coreference resolution and probes these models’
knowledge of commonsense.

Our experimental results suggest that: (1) Cur-
rent coreference task requirements and evaluation
metrics are not suitable for direct application to
LLMs. (2) All LLMs still have room for improvement
in their coreference analysis capabilities, especially
the LLAMA2 model. (3) Multiple LLMs display simi-
lar deficiencies in their fine-grained content analysis
and comprehension. Based on these conclusions,
we believe future efforts can: 1. Expand the scope
of coreference tasks and develop new evaluation
methods to directly assess models’ pure text analy-
sis outputs. 2. Create new coreference datasets,
shifting from the previous method of annotating
coreference chains to directly annotating analysis
descriptions, such as “The word it is for stylistic
or emphatic purposes.” 3. Delve deeper into the
structures of LLMs to understand why they com-
monly exhibit similar shortcomings in fine-grained
content analysis and comprehension 2.

2. Prompt Engineering
Our study aims not to explore the performance
boundaries of LLMs in coreference resolution, so
we won’t employ overly complex prompt engineer-
ing, such as the tree of thoughts (Yao et al.,
2023). Therefore, our experiments adopt only tra-
ditional and widely accepted few-shot and zero-
shot prompts integrated with Chain-of-Thought

2You can find our code and data from here.

https://github.com/ygan/LLMs-Coreference
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Structure of Few-Shot CoT Prompt
Instruction_1

Example

Answer for Example

Reason

 repeat N times

Task
Instruction_2

Figure 1: Our few-shot CoT prompt. Instruction_2
is an optional repetition of Instruction_1.

(CoT) (Wei et al., 2023) methodologies. These
types of prompts adequately fulfill our evaluation
requirements, ensuring that the LLMs grasp the
task descriptions and give consistent and reason-
able responses.

2.1. Prompts for Automatic Evaluation
We design prompts to assess the performance
of LLMs on traditional coreference resolution met-
rics. To optimize LLMs’ performance, it is impera-
tive to ensure that the outputs from LLMs can be
easily parsed and utilized for constructing corefer-
ence chains. We found that few-shot CoT prompts
yielded the best and most robust results in the GPT
series and LLAMA2. Figure 1 presents the struc-
ture of the prompt. If we eliminate the “reason"
component from the structure, what remains is the
few-shot prompt (Brown et al., 2020). Moreover,
by removing all “Examples", the rest would be a
zero-shot prompt (Min et al., 2022).

Regarding the instructions of the prompts in Fig-
ure 1, we conducted tests across multiple versions
and discovered no significant differences among
them. Consequently, we opted to retain the version
we believe to be most clear and straightforward.
For specific examples and details of these prompts,
please refer to Appendix G. It is important to em-
phasize that, although there may exist prompts that
yield better performance, our subsequent manual
assessments of the LLMs’ outputs indicated that
striving for further improvements under traditional
evaluation metrics might be of limited significance.

2.2. Prompts for Manual Evaluation
Consistent with the findings presented by Chiang
and yi Lee (2023), our study reveals that prompts
that do not restrict the output format can enhance
the quality of the responses. However, this flexibility
also implies that we cannot execute an automatic
evaluation of the LLMs’ outputs. In response to this
challenge, we undertake a manual assessment of
the outputs produced by the LLMs. Furthermore,
to diminish the potential biases and limitations that
prompts could introduce into LLMs, we have em-
ployed the most straightforward approach: the zero-
shot prompt structure. This approach is simply
achieved by altering the structure illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, by removing the ’repeat N times’ section. For

specific examples of these prompts, please refer
to Appendix G.

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. Datasets
In order to reduce the risk of the LLMs having mem-
orized the data 3, We selected relatively newer
datasets for our study, including the crac 2018
and codi-crac 2021/2022 shared tasks (named
it CRACs for short) (Poesio et al., 2018; Yu et al.,
2022), and winogrande benchmark (Sakaguchi
et al., 2020). CRACs is designed to assess a sys-
tem’s ability to carry out full anaphora resolution
in both text and dialogue, while winogrande is
designed to test a system’s ability to handle the
Winograd Schema Challenge and is considered as
a substask of coreference resolution.

In order to be able to analysee the results by
hand, we used for our evaluation one document
from the Penn Treebank section of the arrau cor-
pus (Uryupina et al., 2020) for news from crac
2018; and a document from the trains subcorpus
of arrau and one from the light dataset, used
in codi-crac 2021/2022. In each selected docu-
ment from the LIGHT, Penn Treebank, and TRAINS
datasets, there are roughly 190 to 300 mentions in
need of coreference resolution. In Winogrande, we
extracted 150 examples to form a subset for our
evaluation.

From Predicted to Gold Mentions In the de-
velopment based on the CRACs, we tested the
LLMs in predicted mention mode, which requires
the model to also detect mentions. However, we
quickly found that LLMs struggled with identify-
ing the exact mention boundaries identified in the
datasets, especially with complex mentions. This
suggests that the tested LLMs might not have been
adequately fine-tuned for this task. To mitigate this
issue, we provided the LLMs with gold mentions
so that we could focus on evaluating their ability to
interpret coreference.

3.2. LLMs and Reproducibility
We tested several LLMs, including the GPT series,
LLAMA2 family, and Bard. To ensure reproducibil-
ity, we set the temperature of the GPT to 0 and only
used the 0613 version. For detailed parameters
of the GPT API and the LLAMA2, please see Ap-
pendix B. For Bard, due to the lack of an API, we
conducted only manual evaluations on its website.
For LLAMA2, since some prompts only work with
specific models, we used LLAMA2-Chat 70B for
Winogrande and CRACs manual evaluation. But
in CRACs automatic evaluation, we had to employ
LLAMA2 70B, 7B, and 13B.

3GPT4’s training covers data until Jan 2022.
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LIGHT Penn Treebank TRAINS
Approach UA -S -SA UA -S -SA UA -S -SA
GPT3.5 54.44 32.18 49.05 25.34 42.55 31.63
GPT4 67.68 51.36 58.67 42.60 54.42 46.09
LLAMA2 70B 61.46 36.10 58.00 38.20 40.15 23.66
Baseline 75.62 67.48 83.90 76.48 65.82 58.16
LLAMA2 7B* 65.50 47.27 67.33 48.97 52.98 41.25
LLAMA2 13B* 68.95 49.07 71.21 56.83 57.65 47.66

Table 1: Automatic evaluation scores for different
models in three datasets from CRACs. ‘UA’ is the
full score, and ‘-S -SA’ indicate the CoNLL score
(i.e., without singletons and split antecedents).
Models marked with an * indicate that they have
been fine-tuned with the CRACs training set.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Winogrande

GPT3.5 and GPT4 achieved accuracy of 68% and
94% respectively on Winogrande using the prompts
introduced in Section 2.1. However, based on the
same prompt, LLAMA2-Chat 70B performed poorly,
achieving only 57% accuracy, which is just slightly
better than random guessing. The performance
displayed by GPT4 is comparable to human per-
formance. We initially harbored concerns that the
exceptional results might have been due to GPT4
having exposure to related data during its train-
ing phase. For this, we curated 44 new examples
(see Appendix D for details) to further test GPT4.
In response, GPT4 continued to perform remark-
ably, achieving an accuracy rate of 93.2%. These
outcomes provide robust evidence that our experi-
mental results are credible.

4.2. CRACs Results
4.2.1. Automatic Evaluation

Table 1 presents the Universal Anaphora score (Yu
et al., 2022; Paun et al., 2022) of GPT series and
the LLAMA2 family, and a state-of-the-art base-
line trained on crac 2018 data (Yu et al., 2020)
across different datasets. Clearly, all LLMs perform
much worse than the baseline (Yu et al., 2020). In
the comparison, GPT4 outperforms GPT3.5 and
LLMA2 70B, consistent with its superior perfor-
mance in most other tasks. We also fine-tuned the
LLAMA2 7B and 13B models to further examine
the model’s understanding of coreference. Experi-
ments revealed that the fine-tuned models scored
better than their larger counterparts, LLAMA2 70B
and GPT series. However, they still lagged sig-
nificantly behind the baseline model. Due to lim-
ited computational resources, we couldn’t fine-tune
the LLAMA2 70B model. Still, results from the
7B and 13B versions suggest that a fine-tuned
LLAMA2 70B would likely outperform LLAMA2 13B.
These results suggest that current LLMs struggle
to achieve high scores under CRACs evaluation
metrics.

LIGHT Penn Treebank TRAINS
Approach UA -S -SA UA -S -SA UA -S -SA
GPT4(A1) 73.51 63.50 75.90 68.18 68.24 69.89
GPT4(A2) 77.59 69.45 78.35 72.10 75.05 74.08
LLAMA2-Chat 70B(A1) 65.92 58.72 53.72 47.49 57.75 56.86
LLAMA2-Chat 70B(A2) 70.91 61.85 58.11 50.71 62.60 62.41

Table 2: Manual evaluation scores for different mod-
els in three datasets from CRACs. You can find the
meaning of ‘UA’ and ‘-S -SA’ from Table 1. (A1) and
(A2) represent different annotators.

4.2.2. Manual Evaluation

The poor results from the automatic evaluation sug-
gest that LLMs might not truly understand coref-
erence. This seems to contradict the strong lin-
guistic comprehension that users commonly feel
when using LLMs, as well as the tests reported
in Appendix A. To further investigate the limits of
LLMs’ understanding of coreference, we modified
our approach: instead of asking the LLMs to output
precise mentions and their locations, we had them
analyze mentions in coreference and produce anal-
yses based on natural language, which LLMs are
better at. We then manually assessed whether the
LLMs’ analyses were accurate.

Results We recruited two individuals to label the
outputs of the LLMs, but there were some disagree-
ments between them. One annotator, A1, believed
that the LLMs’ analysis had to closely match the
task requirements of coreference to be considered
acceptable. The other annotator, A2, felt that as
long as the LLMs’ analysis roughly understood
the meaning of the target mention, it should be
deemed correct, since a key goal of coreference
research is language comprehension. This means
A1 was stricter in annotation, resulting in naturally
lower scores compared to A2. Appendix E provides
some examples of their annotations. Table 2 con-
verts both annotators’ results into CoNLL scores.
GPT4 and LLAMA2 showed qualitative improve-
ments compared to their automatic evaluation re-
sults in Table 1, with some scores even surpassing
the baseline in Table 1.

Discussion Through our manual analysis, we
have better understood LLMs’ capability in coref-
erence resolution. Firstly, in line with Chiang and
yi Lee (2023)’s research, we’ve found that LLMs
achieve higher accuracy in an unrestricted output
mode. Secondly, we noted that LLMs’ performance
on the CRACs exceeded the design expectations
of the CRACs. This overachievement inadvertently
led to negative impacts during automatic evalua-
tion. For instance, with the “event anaphora" exam-
ple (refer to Appendix A), LLMs can identify which
event the target mention refers to. However, the
CRACs’ metrics did not account for or accommo-
date the “event anaphora", which led to negative
results during automatic evaluation. Lastly, both
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GPT3.5 GPT4 Bard LLAMA2-Chat 70B
Acc. 20% 50% 55% 30%

Table 3: Predictive accuracy of different models in
further evaluation examples.

LLMs also identified some data labeling errors in
CRACs, which subsequently led to negative results
in the automatic evaluation. Appendix C provides
a case study on LLMs to better understand their
strengths and weaknesses.

On the other hand, from the results in Table 2, we
can see that although there’s a significant improve-
ment in scores under manual evaluation, it’s still far
from perfect, especially for LLAMA2. Apart from
occasional errors, we found that the most common
mistake made by LLMs is their lack of precise under-
standing of fine-grained content. Figure 2 shows
an example where LLMs often fail to distinguish
‘New York’ from ‘New York Counterpoint’.

Further Evaluation To further confirm the univer-
sality of LLMs’ deficiencies in understanding fine-
grained text content, we extracted 20 examples
from GPT-4’s error cases that are easy for humans
and transformed the original open-ended questions
into multiple-choice ones with options A and B. We
presented two options to the LLMs, one being the
correct answer and the other reflecting GPT-4’s
incorrect output. Figure 2 presents an example,
and Table 3 displays the accuracy across different
LLMs. The results indicate that LLMs tend to exhibit
similar issues, performing in a way that is unable
to significantly outperform random guessing.

4.3. Comparison Between Baseline
Model and GPT-4

Despite the baseline model achieving better perfor-
mance than GPT-4 under both manual and auto-
matic evaluations, an analysis of the errors made
by both models (with here using the results of man-
ual evaluation for GPT-4) clearly reveals GPT-4’s
superior capability in understanding coreference in
language. For instance, observations on the LIGHT
dataset indicate that the baseline model committed
more errors in analyzing simple pronouns, such as
“I” and “you”, within conversations. In contrast, GPT-
4 rarely makes mistakes in these basic analytical
tasks. Moreover, while the baseline model failed
to accurately predict cases of split antecedents,
GPT-4 was able to correctly understand and predict
these relatively straightforward examples of split an-
tecedents. Considering these outcomes alongside
the scale of both models, it can be inferred that the
baseline model does not truly comprehend the text
it analyzes but has acquired a certain ability to rec-
ognize coreference patterns through training data.
On the other hand, GPT-4 demonstrates its pow-

An example from the further evaluation
... “New York Counterpoint” lasts 11 minutes
Options:
A. The word ‘New York’ refers to New York city.
B. The word ‘New York’ is the same entity of
New York Counterpoint.

Figure 2: An example from the further evaluation.

erful language comprehension capabilities, further
extending its ability to analyze coreferences.

4.4. Data Leakage
Due to the uncertainty of the specific training data
of LLMs, discussion on data leakage is an unavoid-
able step when evaluating LLMs. For Winogrande,
we curated some new data for testing, and the
results were close to the original data, showing
that whether GPT4 had seen Winogrande during
training does not affect the conclusion that it can al-
ready perfectly solve Winogrande challenge. As for
CRACs, we believe that LLMs either haven’t been
pre-trained on the CRACs or, if they have, haven’t
been deeply influenced by the CRACs. There are
three reasons for this: (1) LLMs cannot score well
under the automatic evaluation metrics of CRACs,
at least not as well as the smaller LLAMA models
fine-tuned on CRACs. (2) Both GPT4 and LLAMA2-
Chat 70B demonstrated capabilities beyond the re-
quirements of CRACs during manual evaluation.
They even identified some data labeling errors in
CRACs. (3) The capabilities displayed by LLMs in
manual evaluation are not exceptions. They are
consistent with the abilities shown in Appendix A,
indicating that the performance of LLMs in manual
evaluation on CRACs is general. In general, we
believe our results and conclusions are credible.

5. Related Work
Le and Ritter (2023) conducted research similar
to ours, finding that LLMs struggle with corefer-
ence resolution within the QA template. Unlike
Le and Ritter (2023), our study includes a com-
prehensive manual evaluation of LLMs’ output on
coreference resolution within the QA template. We
discovered that LLMs actually understand the vast
majority of coreference, performing significantly
better than what existing metrics suggest. This
finding underscores the need for developing new
performance metrics to more accurately assess
LLM capabilities. Also, our main analysis focused
on datasets other than ONTONOTES, which is the
one dataset on which Le and Ritter found that Chat-
GPT achieved improvement over the state of the
art, which however might be due to the dataset
been memorized. Another related study was con-
ducted by Orrù et al. (2023), focusing on testing
ChatGPT’s human-like ability in solving problems.
The primary aim of this research is to investigate
ChatGPT’s capability in addressing language com-
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prehension issues across two groups of problems
with known human performance levels. In addi-
tion to decoder-only LLMs such as the GPT (Brown
et al., 2020) and LLAMA (Touvron et al., 2023)
families, T5 (Raffel et al., 2023) is another type of
widely used LLMs (Skachkova et al., 2023; Mullick
et al., 2023; Hicke and Mimno, 2024). However,
this paper focuses solely on the currently more pop-
ular decoder-only LLMs. Data leakage is one of
the issues LLMs frequently face. For future testing
efforts, one can refer to the automated test data
generation method introduced in Cao et al. (2023).
This approach ensures that the data, not observed
by LLMs during the training phase, is effectively
utilized.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions We presented an extensive explo-
ration of the performance of different LLMs on
coreference, including automatic and manual eval-
uation. Through our experiments, we’ve reached
three main conclusions: (1) Current task require-
ments and evaluation metrics for coreference are
no longer sufficient to accommodate the current
development of LLMs. (2) All LLMs still have room
for improvement in their coreference analysis capa-
bilities, especially the LLAMA2 model. (3) Different
LLMs consistently show similar shortcomings in
analyzing and understanding fine-grained content,
which is worth further in-depth exploration.

Future Work Based on the above three conclu-
sions, we propose four future research works that
can be attempted: (1) The current CoNLL score
calculation heavily relies on the accurate bound-
ary of the coreference mention produced by the
model. This makes the automatic evaluation par-
ticularly stringent, failing to fully reflect the LLMs’
understanding of coreference. We believe future
metrics can be constructed based on ‘soft’ mention
boundaries or purely text-based analyses. (2) Tra-
ditional coreference resolution could be expanded
into a broader text comprehension task. Currently,
when a word represents a sentence from earlier
in the text, it’s viewed as unrelated to the previous
context from a coreference standpoint because the
sentence doesn’t belong to a coreference mention.
However, current LLMs are likely able to recognize
the connection between the word and the preceding
sentence. Thus, we think that more comprehen-
sive text comprehension tasks could be developed
based on coreference in the future. (3) LLMs still
have room to improve their capabilities in coref-
erence resolution and text comprehension, espe-
cially LLAMA2. We believe new datasets can be
curated for LLMs. These datasets would mark data
in pure natural language, moving away from the
CRACs reliance on coreference mentions. The ad-

vantage of natural language annotations is their
closeness to the LLMs’ pre-training data, allowing
for more flexible and varied labeling, unrestricted
by mention boundaries. (4) The collective poor
performance of LLMs on our extracted multi-choice
fine-grained text questions (as seen in Table 3) sug-
gests that this issue might stem from their similar
model structures. Future research could construct
larger datasets of this kind and delve deeper into
the causes of and solutions to this problem, starting
from the structural aspects of LLMs.
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A. A Preliminary Manual Analysis

As a preliminary analysis of GPT3.5’s understand-
ing of anaphoric reference, we carried out simple
probing experiments asking GPT3.5 to interpret the
main types of anaphoric reference (Poesio et al.,
2023), using the prompt: "In the following text, what
does X in the second sentence refer to?" followed
by a text in string format. In the following conver-
sations, ‘U’ is the user, ‘C’ is GPT3.5; for brevity,
we only report the text and GPT3.5’s answer. The
queried phrase is underlined. GPT3.5 appears able
to correctly interpret basic pronominal anaphora,
handling gender bias correctly; carry out expletive
recognition; correctly interpret Winograd Schema
Challenge examples; interpret split antecedent plu-
rals; and both event anaphora and full discourse
deixis. We only report here some key examples and
the part of the response indicating the antecedent.

Simple pronominal anaphora GPT3.5 correctly
interprets pronominal anaphora including in same-
gender contexts (A.1).

A.1
U: John got home. Bill greeted him, and

asked him how he was doing.
C: In the given text, the pronoun ‘he’ in the

second sentence refers to John.

It also is able to interpret anaphoric reference to an-
tecedents introduced using definite NPs, including
in cases in which gender bias may be displayed:

A.2

U : "The doctor visited the patient.
She carried out a thorough check."

C : In the given text, the pronoun ’she’
in the second sentence refers to
the doctor.

We should add that when there is only one potential
antecedent, GPT3.5 doesn’t simply chooses it as
interpretation. It is also able to recognize some
issues–e.g., in cases of gender mismatch (A.3).

A.3

U : "John got home. She was tired."
C : In the given text, the pronoun ’she’

in the second sentence seems to be
a pronoun error. Since the previous
sentence mentions "John" as the
subject, it would be more appropriate
for the pronoun in the second
sentence to be ’he’ instead of ’she’.

Expletives At first sight, GPT3.5 also looks able
to correctly recognize when proform ’it’ is used in
an expletive sense, even if a gender-matching can-
didate antecedent is available (A.4).

A.4

U : "The dog looked tired. It was raining."
C : In the given text, the pronoun ’it’

in the second sentence refers to
the weather condition of raining.
It implies that the dog looked
tired because it was raining.

Definite anaphora GPT3.5 also understands def-
inite anaphora, including cases that rely on lexical
knowledge for their interpretation (A.5).

A.5

U: A truck parked at the corner. The vehicle
had a sign on its side.

C: In the given text, the pronoun ‘the vehicle’
in the second sentence refers to the truck
mentioned in the first sentence.

Winograd Schema Challenge GPT3.5 appears
to be able to interpret correctly so-called Winograd
Schema examples (Winograd, 1972; Levesque
et al., 2012; Rahman and Ng, 2012): it correctly
interprets "they" in (A.6) as referring to the council,
and "they" in (A.7) as referring to the women. As
this may be due to it having memorized this exam-
ple, we carried out a more extensive test (below).

A.6

U: The city council refused the women a
permit because they feared violence.

C: In the given text, the pronoun ‘they’ in the
second sentence refers to the city council.
It indicates that the city
council members feared violence and,
as a result, refused the women a permit.

A.7

U: The city council refused the women a
permit because they advocated violence.

C: In the given text, the pronoun ‘they’ in
the second sentence refers to the women.
It suggests that the city
council refused the women a permit
because the women themselves
advocated violence.

Split antecedent plurals Many modern systems
can interpret the examples above correctly. GPT3.5
however also appears able to correctly interpret
more complex cases of anaphoric reference which
not many previous systems could. One example is
so-called split-antecedent plurals, such as ’they’ in
(A.8) (Eschenbach et al., 1989; Kamp and Reyle,
1993; Yu et al., 2021).

A.8

U : "John got home. Bill greeted him.
They made dinner, then watched TV."

C : In the given text, the pronoun ’they’
in the second sentence refers to
John and Bill.

Event anaphora Finally, GPT3.5 also appears
able to correctly interpret simple cases of event
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anaphora (as in (A.9)), and to produce plausi-
ble interpretations in more complex cases of dis-
course deixis (A.10) (Webber, 1991; Kolhatkar
et al., 2018).

A.9

U: The postman rang at the door.
That surprised John.

C: In the given text, the word ‘That’ in the
second sentence refers to the action or
event of the postman ringing at the door.

A.10

U : "The municipal council had to decide
whether to balance the budget by
raising revenue or cutting spending.
The council had to come to a
resolution by the end of the month.
This issue was dividing communities
across the country."

C : In the given text, the phrase ’This
issue’ in the second sentence refers to
the decision that the municipal
council had to make regarding
whether to balance the budget by
raising revenue or cutting spending.

B. Model Inference Parameters

For the GPT series, we access the GPT models
using the ‘ChatCompletion.create’ method from
the OpenAI library. The main parameters for this
method include the model name and temperature.
The model names are ‘gpt-4-0613’ and ‘gpt-3.5-
turbo-0613,’ corresponding to GPT4 and GPT3.5,
respectively. The value for ‘temperature’ is always
set to 0.

For LLAMA2, we adhered to a consistent set
of parameters to maintain uniformity in the out-
comes. Below, we enumerate the parameters ap-
plied across our model runs:

• do_sample: True
• top_p: 1.0
• temperature: 1.0
• min_length: None
• use_cache: True
• top_k: 50
• repetition_penalty: 1.0
• length_penalty: 1
Consequently, we standardized the seed set-

ting in our computational environment, leveraging
Torch’s seed configuration capabilities:
torch.cuda.manual_seed(88)
torch.manual_seed(88)

This approach was instrumental in preserving
the consistency of experimental conditions.

C. Case Study

Figure 3 presents three representative examples
of GPT4 output, providing some explanation for

why GPT4 doesn’t achieve good results in auto-
matic evaluation. The first example demonstrates
that GPT4 cannot isolate "Corning" from "a boxcar
of bananas to Corning," showcasing a deficiency
in LLMs’ fine-grained text comprehension. This
shortcoming inevitably leads to negative results in
automatic evaluation.

A second issue is illustrated by the second ex-
ample. ‘The problem’ is a case of discourse deixis.
Discourse deixis is annotated in the datasets we
used, but not as part of the straight ‘coreference’
task. GPT4 identifies the correct non-nominal an-
tecedent, but this was not marked in the layer used
for the evaluation. In other words, such example
suggests that aspects of anaphora resolution such
as discourse deixis, which were previously consid-
ered too complex and evaluated separately, are
now within the ability of LLMs, and should therefore
be evaluated jointly.

Despite GPT4’s impressive language compre-
hension ability, it is not without flaws. Apart from
the issue in fine-grained text comprehension, which
seems somewhat reasonable, GPT4 also makes
entirely nonsensical mistakes, as illustrated by the
third example in Figure 3. Judging from our man-
ual assessment of GPT4’s outputs, the majority of
‘errors’ fall into one of these three categories.

D. New Winogrande Data

As discussed in Section 4.1, we derived 44 fresh in-
stances through amendments to the original Wino-
grande dataset, as illustrated in Figure 4. We only
modify the sentence and the answer, and keep the
options as original.

E. Manual Evaluation Examples

We recruited two individuals to label the outputs of
the LLMs. However, due to some disagreements
between them, we have presented their separate
annotations in Figure 5 for comparison. One anno-
tator, A1, believed that the LLMs’ analysis had to
closely match the task requirements of coreference
to be considered acceptable. The other annotator,
A2, felt that as long as the LLMs’ analysis roughly
understood the meaning of the target mention, it
should be deemed correct, since a key goal of coref-
erence research is language comprehension.

In Figure 5, both examples would be considered
incorrect from the view of coreference resolution,
leading A1 to mark them as incorrect. However, A2

believes that, for the first example, marking it as
wrong merely because of the addition of the prepo-
sitional phrase about orange juice is unacceptable.
Even with the inclusion of the phrase “one tanker
car”, it still fundamentally is orange juice. For the
second example, A2 interprets that LLAMA2 didn’t
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Some examples of GPT4 interpretation

Case 1:
[0] M : one tanker car of orange juice to Avon
and a boxcar of bananas to Corning both by 3
PM so let ’s start with the orange juice in
order to get orange juice to Avon we have to
get oranges to the orange juice factory and
then the orange juice to Avon
[1] S : right
[2] M : so essentially we have to again get the
boxcar and engine to Corning so the fastest
way to do that is from Elmira so we ’ll do
that
GPT4 Output:
Yes, "Corning" refers to something previously
mentioned. The previous phrase that represents
the same entity as "Corning" is "a boxcar of
bananas to Corning" in sentence [0].

Case 2:
[0] Solo woodwind players have to be creative
if they want to work a lot , because their
repertoire and audience appeal are limited .
[1] The oboist Heinz Holliger has taken a hard
line about the problem : He commissions and
splendidly interprets fearsome contemporary
scores and does some conducting , so he does
n’t have to play the same Mozart and Strauss
concertos over and over again.
GPT4 Output:
Yes, "the problem" refers to something pre-
viously mentioned. The previous phrase that
represents the same entity as "the problem"
is "their repertoire and audience appeal are
limited".

Case 3:
[0] − [4] ...
[5] a shape - shifting cat: Yes , this robe
would do nicely . But do you stay here only ,
in this room ? For fine as it is , the world
is a wide place to explore !
GPT4 Output:
Yes, "it" refers to the previously mentioned
"robe".

Figure 3: Three examples of GPT4 output. Due
to the length of the prompt, only the basic task
requirements and GPT4’s output are presented.
For detailed prompts, see Appendix G.2. The LLM
is asked to interpret the phrases marked in yellow.
The phrases marked in green are the gold answers.
Case 2 is a case of discourse deixis: there is no
nominal mention in the preceding text that refers to
the same entity as the phrase “the problem".

emphasize as in the first example that "no less"
equates directly to "room." Hence, A2 feels that
LLAMA2’s response could be understood that "no
less" modifies "room." Based on this, A2 deems
LLAMA2’s response acceptable and beneficial for
grasping the meaning of “no less”. Consequently,
A2 gave a positive annotation for both examples.

F. Google Bard

Given our lack of access to Bard’s API, we were
compelled to manually input our prompts for trials
conducted on their website. Approximately more
than fifty disparate prompts were subjected to this

New Winogrande Examples

Original:
At night, Jeffrey always stays up later than
Hunter to watch TV because _ wakes up late.
Our modification:
At night, Hunter always stays up later than
Jeffrey to watch TV because _ sleep early.
At night, Hunter always stays up later than
Jeffrey to watch TV because _ sleep late.

Original:
Michael just bought brand new wheels for his
truck unlike Leslie because _ wheels were old
and used.
Our modification:
Michael just bought brand new wheels for his
truck unlike Leslie because _ wheels are new
and fresh.
Leslie just bought brand new wheels for his
truck unlike Michael because _ wheels were old
and used.

Figure 4: New Winogrande Examples.

testing. In terms of an intuitive assessment, Bard
also exhibits capability that surpasses the require-
ments of coreference tasks. Overall, the outputs
from Bard and GPT4 are very similar. These obser-
vations resonate with the inferences derived from
our studies on GPT series.

G. Different Prompts

G.1. Prompts for Automatic Evaluation
We have explored a diverse range of prompts
throughout our research. Figure 6, 7 and 8 show
few-shot CoT prompt examples for LIGHT, Penn
Treebank, and TRAINS datasets, respectively. We
use these prompts to attain the results reported in
Table 1. Figure 9 shows the few-shot CoT prompt
for Winogrande which attains the 94% accuracy
discussed in Section 4.1. In the instances depicted
in the aforementioned figures, GPT4 abstains from
creating content following the term "Because". This
is attributed to the deployment of an early stop con-
trol mechanism, which will halt GPT4’s operation
by seeing the generation of the word "Because".
This strategy can save token expenses.

Subtracting the contents following “Because:"
from the preceding examples yields what we refer
to as a few-shot prompt. We conducted tests in-
volving diverse instructions embedded within these
few-shot prompts, with the objective of enhancing
the LLMs understanding of its coreference task.
However, these modifications did not significantly
influence the outcomes. Figure 10 presents an
instance of a few-shot prompt that incorporates a
distinct instruction from the earlier versions.

Figure 11 presents a prompt designed to under-
take tasks in a sequential dialogue format under
a zero-shot setting. However, this type of prompt
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Two examples with different annotations

Case 1:
[0] M : one tanker car of orange juice to Avon
and a boxcar of bananas to Corning both by 3
PM so let ’s start with the orange juice in
order to get orange juice to Avon we have to
get oranges to the orange juice factory and
then the orange juice to Avon
[1] − [5] ...
[6] of orange juice okay so we ship one boxcar
of oranges to Elmira and that takes another 2
hours
GPT4 Output:
Yes, "orange juice" refers to something pre-
viously mentioned. The previous phrase that
represents the same entity as "orange juice"
is "one tanker car of orange juice" in sen-
tence [0].

A1 annotate: Incorrect.
A2 annotate: Correct.

Case 2:
[1] − [5] ...
[2] cat: You are right . Apart from the small
mice amongst us , I am what I am . I am glad
it is enough for you . At least we have each
other for company , and in this room no less
! There is nothing quite like a tapestry .
LLAMA2-Chat 70B Output:
Yes, "no less" refers to something previously
mentioned. In the previous sentence, the cat
says, "At least we have each other for com-
pany, and in this room no less!" The phrase
"no less" refers back to the word "room" in
the previous sentence, indicating that the cat
is expressing gratitude for having the company
of the shape-shifting cat in the room they are
currently in.
Therefore, the previous phrase that "no less"
refers to is "room."

A1 annotate: Incorrect.
A2 annotate: Correct.

Figure 5: Two examples where A1 consider it is
correct but A2 believes it is not during their manual
evaluation.

performs worse compared to the prompts above.
The prompt featured in Figure 12, probes GPT3.5

by questioning the veracity of the gold answer within
the LIGHT dataset. While this type of prompt rep-
resents one of the simplest ways to evaluate a
model’s coreference capabilities, our findings in-
dicate that GPT3.5 still yields a 17% error rate.

G.2. Prompts for Manual Evaluation
The priority of our manual evaluation is to analyze
the underlying reasons for incorrect responses gen-
erated by the LLMs, rather than striving for optimal
performance. Consequently, we have chosen to
employ zero-shot prompts for this process. Further-
more, to enrich the LLMs’ understanding of the data,
we supplemented the LIGHT and TRAINS datasets
with additional background information. We have
separately depicted the three prompts that corre-
spond to Figure 3 in Figures 13, 14, and 15 for

clarity.
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Few-Shot CoT Prompt and LLM output

Prompt:
Given a specific phrase in the last sentence, state which phrase before itself it refers to. A list of
sentences will be provided first, after the line "Sentences". Subsequently, the specific phrase from the
last sentence will be indicated. Your response should be formatted as a Python list containing the prior
phrase and its sentence number, such as: ["prior phrase", sentence_number ]. If the specific phrase does
not refer to a previous phrase or noun or speaker, simply output "None".
Here, refer to means the specific phrase and your output prior phrase represent the same entity.

Sentences:
1. There are a ceiling a tree a floor a bag a shield a sword an armor a shoes a vest and member and orc
2. member said: If I can not find my way out of this cave , who will replace me working in the tower ?
3. member said: I am going to get into so much trouble .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
I
Output in a Python list format:
[’member’, 3 ]
Because:
The ’I’ Phrase in sentence 3 refer to the phrase ’member’ in sentence 3.

Sentences:
1. There are a ceiling a tree a floor a bag a shield a sword an armor a shoes a vest and member and orc
2. member said: If I can not find my way out of this cave , who will replace me working in the tower ?
3. member said: I am going to get into so much trouble .
4. orc said: Hello there !
5. orc said: I can help you out !
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
I
Output in a Python list format:
[’orc’, 5 ]
Because:
The ’I’ Phrase in sentence 5 refer to the phrase ’orc’ in sentence 5.

Sentences:
1. member said: I am going to get into so much trouble .
2. orc said: Hello there !
3. orc said: I can help you out !
4. orc said: How did you end up so far into my cave ?
5. member said: A special moss grows here in this cave .
6. member said: I use it to clean the tower that I work in .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
I
Output in a Python list format:
[’member’, 6 ]
Because:
The ’I’ Phrase in sentence 6 refer to the phrase ’member’ in sentence 6.

Sentences:
1. There are a trinket a fire place a big rug a table a quilts a shoe a tapestry a Flower a soft bed a
rug a bed an a table a window an a wardrobe a big window a robe a drapes and cat and a shape - shifting
cat
2. cat said: I appear in many folk tales , it is true .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
I
Output in a Python list format:

GPT4:
[’cat’, 2]

Gold Answer:
[’cat’, 2]

Figure 6: Few-shot CoT prompt example 1 for LIGHT.
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Few-Shot CoT Prompt and LLM output

Prompt:
Given a specific phrase in the last sentence, state which phrase before itself it refers to. A list of
sentences will be provided first, after the line "Sentences". Subsequently, the specific phrase from the
last sentence will be indicated. Your response should be formatted as a Python list containing the prior
phrase and its sentence number, such as: ["prior phrase", sentence_number ]. If the specific phrase does
not refer to a previous phrase or noun or speaker, simply output "None".
Here, refer to means the specific phrase and your output prior phrase represent the same entity.

Sentences:
1. Lockheed Corp. said it will trim its Aeronautical Systems work force in California and Georgia by
several hundred workers , reflecting the defense industry ’s decline .
2. The Lockheed unit has 24,000 workers ; it expects to make the cuts through a combination of furloughs
, attrition and retirements .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
The Lockheed unit
Output in a Python list format:
[’Aeronautical Systems’, 1 ]
Because:
The ’The Lockheed unit’ Phrase in sentence 2 refer to the phrase ’Aeronautical Systems’ in sentence 1.

Sentences:
1. Brush Wellman Inc. said its board increased the number of shares of common stock to be purchased under
a previously authorized program to 3.9 million from 2.9 million .
2. The maker of engineered materials has acquired more than 2.7 million shares under the program .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
The maker of engineered materials
Output in a Python list format:
[’its’, 1 ]
Because:
The ’The maker of engineered materials’ Phrase in sentence 2 refer to the phrase ’its’ in sentence 1.

Sentences:
1. Norfolk Southern Corp. directors authorized the railroad company to buy back as many as 45 million of
its shares , which would have a current value of more than $ 1.7 billion .
2. The buy-back , coupled with a nearly completed earlier purchase of 20 million shares , would reduce
shares outstanding by more than 26 % .
3. The Norfolk , Va. , company has 172.2 million shares outstanding .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
The Norfolk , Va. , company
Output in a Python list format:
[’its’, 1 ]
Because:
The ’The Norfolk , Va. , company’ Phrase in sentence 3 refer to the phrase ’its’ in sentence 1.

Sentences:
1. Solo woodwind players have to be creative if they want to work a lot , because their repertoire and
audience appeal are limited .
2. The oboist Heinz Holliger has taken a hard line about the problem : He commissions and splendidly
interprets fearsome contemporary scores and does some conducting , so he does n’t have to play the same
Mozart and Strauss concertos over and over again .
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
The oboist Heinz Holliger
Output in a Python list format:

GPT4:
[’Solo woodwind players’, 1]

Gold Answer:
None

Figure 7: Few-shot CoT prompt example 2 for Penn Treebank.
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Few-Shot CoT Prompt and LLM output

Prompt:
Given a specific phrase in the last sentence, state which phrase before itself it refers to. A list of
sentences will be provided first, after the line "Sentences". Subsequently, the specific phrase from the
last sentence will be indicated. Your response should be formatted as a Python list containing the prior
phrase and its sentence number, such as: ["prior phrase", sentence_number ]. If the specific phrase does
not refer to a previous phrase or noun or speaker, simply output "None".
Here, refer to means the specific phrase and your output prior phrase represent the same entity.

Sentences:
1. u : which should n’t be a problem so now our time let ’s figure out our time got our engine it goes to
Dansville and picks up all three box - or it it only needs to pick up one really
2. s : okay
3. u : at this time and goes to Corning
4. s : okay
5. u : fills up with the oranges what time is it now
6. s : so let ’s see gets to Dansville at three a.m. gets to Corning at four a.m. and w- by the time it
’s filled up it ’s five a.m.
7. u : okay drops off the oranges at six a.m. at Dansville
8. s : yes
9. u : and then it goes
10. s : but it takes an hour to to get the oranges out of the um boxcars so it ’s seven a.m. when it
leaves
11. u : okay s - okay can we unhitch the boxcar and just leave it there and pick up hitch up two others
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
the boxcar
Output in a Python list format:
[’one’, 1 ]
Because:
The ’the boxcar’ Phrase in sentence 11 refer to the phrase ’one’ in sentence 1.

Sentences:
1. u : fills up with the oranges what time is it now
2. s : so let ’s see gets to Dansville at three a.m. gets to Corning at four a.m. and w- by the time it
’s filled up it ’s five a.m.
3. u : okay drops off the oranges at six a.m. at Dansville
4. s : yes
5. u : and then it goes
6. s : but it takes an hour to to get the oranges out of the um boxcars so it ’s seven a.m. when it
leaves
7. u : okay s - okay can we unhitch the boxcar and just leave it there and pick up hitch up two others
8. s : yes
9. u : okay let ’s do that and save us some time
10. s : okay
11. u : so we um unhitch the boxcar and hitch up two others and leave immediately for Avon
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
the boxcar
Output in a Python list format:
[’it’, 7 ]
Because:
The ’the boxcar’ Phrase in sentence 11 refer to the phrase ’it’ in sentence 7.

Sentences:
1. u : and bring them to Elmira to make the OJ
2. s : okay
3. u : and hm at the same time um I wanna take
4. s : wait why were you ta - did you take both boxcars were you trying to make two tankers
5. u : oh I ’m trying to make one tanker
6. s : okay
7. u : okay so I ’ll take one boxcar
8. s : okay
9. u : and fill the tanker and take the tanker to Elmira
10. s : okay
11. u : and with the with the boxcar and make OJ there
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
the boxcar
Output in a Python list format:
[’one boxcar’, 7 ]
Because:
The ’the boxcar’ Phrase in sentence 11 refer to the phrase ’one boxcar’ in sentence 7.

Sentences:
1. M : one tanker car of orange juice to Avon and a boxcar of bananas to Corning both by 3 PM so let ’s
start with the orange juice in order to get orange juice to Avon we have to get oranges to the orange
juice factory and then the orange juice to Avon
2. S : right
3. M : so essentially we have to again get the boxcar and engine to Corning so the fastest way to do that
is from Elmira so we ’ll do that
Analyze the specific phrase in the last sentence below:
the boxcar
Output in a Python list format:

GPT4:
[’a boxcar of bananas’, 1]

Gold Answer:
None

Figure 8: Few-shot CoT prompt example 3 for TRAINS.
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Few-Shot CoT Prompt and LLM output

Prompt:
In this task, you need fill in the blank, denoted as "_", in a given sentence. You will find this under
the heading "Sentence". You will then be provided with two potential noun phrases to fill in that blank.
Both options might seem relevant to the sentence, but careful analysis and understanding of the context
will allow you to select the correct choice. Remember, only one of the two options will make logical
sense in the context. Here is three examples:

Sentence:
Ian volunteered to eat Dennis’s menudo after already having a bowl because _ despised eating intestine.
The two possible filling in options for "_" are:
A. Ian
B. Dennis
The correct filling in option is:
B
Because:
If Ian strongly dislikes eating intestines, he wouldn’t consume Dennis’s menudo, which contains
intestines. Thus, the scenario should be that Dennis dislikes eating intestines, allowing Ian to eat
Dennis’s menudo. So the answer should be B.

Sentence:
Aaron hung his hunting rifle over the hearth after the most recent trip ended up with Benjamin making the
fatal shot. _ was happy for himself.
The two possible filling in options for "_" are:
A. Aaron
B. Benjamin
The correct filling in option is:
B
Because:
On this trip, it was Benjamin who made the crucial, fatal shot. Therefore, Benjamin was pleased with his
success. Moreover, the content about Aaron cannot be linked with happiness. Therefore, the answer must be
B.

Sentence:
Sarah Jane’s watch smashed when the book hit it since the _ was too weak.
The two possible filling in options for "_" are:
A. watch
B. book
The correct filling in option is:
A
Because:
The book has smashed the watch, thus it’s incorrect to assume that the book is too weak in comparison to
the watch. Therefore, the answer must be A.

Now, please choose the correct option for the following task:

Sentence:
Sarah was a much better surgeon than Maria so _ always got the easier cases.
The two possible filling in options for "_" are:
A. Sarah
B. Maria
The correct filling in option is:

GPT4:
B

Gold Answer:
B

Figure 9: Few-shot CoT prompt example 4 for Winogrande.
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Few-Shot Prompt and LLM output

Prompt:
Identify the mention in the last sentence that corefers with any previous phrase. The sentences will be
provided first, following the line "Sentences". Subsequently, a mention from the last sentence will be
provided. Your response should be formatted as a Python list containing the prior phrase and its sentence
number, such as: ["prior phrase", sentence_number ]. If the mention does not corefer with a previous
phrase, simply output "None". The text below will begin with three examples following the line "Examples
with answers:", and then it will present a task for you to answer.

Examples with answers:

Sentences:
1. There are a ceiling a tree a floor a bag a shield a sword an armor a shoes a vest and member and orc
2. member said: If I can not find my way out of this cave , who will replace me working in the tower ?
3. member said: I am going to get into so much trouble .
4. orc said: Hello there !
5. orc said: I can help you out !
Mention in the last sentence:
I
Coreference Analysis Result:
[’orc’, 1 ]

Sentences:
1. member said: Thank you , kind Orc !
2. member said: Lets journey this cave together .
3. member said: Stay close , there are far scarier creatures lurking in the far reaches of this cave , I
am sure .
4. orc said: No , no .
5. orc said: That is just the rumour that the local merchant started so that he could get all of the
goods from the tunnels .
6. orc said: I can show you some other secrets of this wonderous place as you have been so kind to the
Orcs here .
Mention in the last sentence:
I
Coreference Analysis Result:
[’kind Orc’, 1 ]

Sentences:
1. There are a shirt a shoe a sword and repentant person and servant
2. repentant person said: I am so sorry for stealing the bread !
Mention in the last sentence:
I
Coreference Analysis Result:
[’repentant person’, 1 ]

Task for you to answer:

Sentences:
1. There are a trinket a fire place a big rug a table a quilts a shoe a tapestry a Flower a soft bed a
rug a bed an a table a window an a wardrobe a big window a robe a drapes and cat and a shape - shifting
cat
2. cat said: I appear in many folk tales , it is true .
Mention in the last sentence:
I
Coreference Analysis Result:

GPT3.5:
[’None’]

Gold Answer:
[’cat’, 2]

Figure 10: Few-shot prompt example 1. This example attempts to use the term "corefer" in the hope that
the model could understand the task at hand.
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Zero-Shot Prompt and LLM output

User:
Analyze the sentences provided below and determine what the "I" in the last sentence is referencing from
the preceding text. If the "I" does not refer to any previous phrase, noun, or speaker, simply respond
with "None". The sentences for analysis are as follows:

There are a trinket a fire place a big rug a table a quilts a shoe a tapestry a Flower a soft bed a
rug a bed an a table a window an a wardrobe a big window a robe a drapes and cat and a shape - shifting
cat
cat said: I appear in many folk tales , it is true .

Keep in mind, you are trying to find phrases before "I", excluding "I appear in many folk tales , it
is true ." in the last sentence itself. Please give me your answer and explain why.

GPT3.5:
The "I" in the last sentence is referencing the cat mentioned in the preceding text. The phrase "cat
said" indicates that the speaker is the cat mentioned earlier in the list of items.

User:
Is the phrase you have found a noun phrase? If not, please provide "None" as the response.

GPT3.5:
"I appear in many folk tales" is not a noun phrase.

User:
I have now added a number to each sentence. Please provide the number of the sentence containing the
phrase you have identified preceding "I". If you did not find any such phrase, simply respond with "None"
once more.

1. There are a trinket a fire place a big rug a table a quilts a shoe a tapestry a Flower a soft bed
a rug a bed an a table a window an a wardrobe a big window a robe a drapes and cat and a shape - shifting
cat
2. cat said: I appear in many folk tales , it is true .

Please provide the number of the sentence that contains the phrase you have found and explain why.

GPT3.5:
The phrase I have found is in sentence 1, which lists various items including "cat". The phrase "cat
said" in sentence 2 indicates that the speaker is the cat mentioned in sentence 1.

User:
Please present your answer in the format of a Python list, which includes the found phrase and its
sentence number like this: ["found phrase", sentence_number ]. If you could not find a relevant phrase or
sentence number, simply respond with None.

GPT3.5:
["cat", 1]

Gold Answer:
[’cat’, 2] (PS: ["cat", 1] is also a gold answer.)

Figure 11: Zero-shot prompt in a dialogue format.
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Q&A Prompt and LLM output

Prompt:
The following text is a dialogue. First, the setting is introduced (beginning with the line ‘Setting:’).
Then a few objects, starting with the line ‘Objects:’. Then a few characters, starting with the line
‘Characters:’. The dialogue proper starts with the line ‘Dialogue:’, followed by a list of utterances,
each in a line beginning with a number in square brackets. In utterance [1], does the phrase "A simple
cat" not refer to any preceding phrases?
"Setting:
Princess’ Chamber/Inside Tower
This chamber is the bedroom of a princess who lives in the castle. The bedroom is very luxurious and
ornate, with a soft bed piled in quilts and a nice warm fire place adorned with trinkets. On the floor
there is a big rug with a beautiful design. On the wall, there is a tapestry depicting a romantic looking
garden scene. There are some fresh flowers on a table near the bed. There is one big window framed with
heavy drapes near the bed.
The bedroom was originally simple quarters for various nobility, but the princess thought that living in
one of the towers seemed very fun and so the king arranged for her chamber to be set up in the tower. He
paid for all of the finest items to furnish the room with. The princess had been living there for almost
ten years now.
Objects:
a trinket
The trinket is small and made of silver. It looks like something a wealthy child would receive as a
present.
a fire place
The fire place is warm and made of stone.
a big rug
The big rug is soft to the touch.
a table
Its surface is piled with goblets and platters.
a quilts
While from afar the quilt appears beautiful, fluffy and soft, up close it is clear that it is worn and
full of tears.
a shoe
An item of clothing worn on ones feet. Used to protect the food from the ground as well as decoration.
a tapestry
The brightly colored tapestry hangs regally on the wall. It depicts a summer scene of wildlife in a lush
green meadow.
a Flower
The flower is majestic, a royal blue with a bright green stem.
a soft bed
This bed is very small but so ridiculously soft. It looks brand new which is weird because it’s 245 years
old
a rug
The rug is ornate and detailed. You think the owner must have paid a hefty pricce for something so
exquisite.
a bed
The bed is unkempt, with the sheets falling off of it on either side.
a table
The table is large and made of wood.
a window
A glazed old window with some cracks in its glass. There appear to be scratch marks on the other side, as
if something was trying break through it recently.
a wardrobe
The wardrobe is made of high quality woods, intricate designs have been carved on its surface.
a big window
The glass of the big window is warped and difficult to see through. The streams in the glass appeared as
if water frozen in place.
a robe
The robe is soft and worn. It is a royal purple color.
a drapes
The drape is torn and covered in old blood. There must have been quite a story behind its sorry state.
Characters:
cat
I am in many mythical stories. I like to sneak around. I am a black cat.
a shape-shifting cat
I am a cat who can change shape. I travel with the soldiers, and become one of them when we go to battle.
Sometimes I am a worm on the forest floor, listening to everyone’s secrets. I appear as a beautiful
maiden and lead enemies to the camp, where they are slaughtered. I am loyal, dangerous, and cunning.
Dialogue:
[0]cat: I appear in many folk tales , it is true . But what I appear as is in the eye of the beholder .
To me , I m just a simple cat .
[1]a shape - shifting cat: A simple cat you may be , but that is the form I enjoy . No one suspects a cat
lurking by doorways when a choice bit of news may arrive .
In utterance [1], does the phrase "A simple cat" not refer to any preceding phrases? In other words,
before "A simple cat", is there not phrase representing the same entity as the phrase "A simple cat?"
Tell me if this is Yes.

GPT3.5:
No.

Gold Answer:
Yes.

Figure 12: Generate Q&A prompts from gold answers in the datasets to test LLMs’ coreference under-
standing ability.
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Prompt for Manual Evaluation and LLM output

Prompt:
The following text is a dialogue. The participants are looking at a map containing a few towns as well as
objects located in these towns. Towns and objects are listed starting from the line ‘Objects:’. The
dialogue proper starts with the line "Dialogue:", followed by a list of utterances, each in a line
beginning with a number in square brackets. In sentence [2], does "Corning" refer to something previously
mentioned?
“Objects:
Avon
A town, connected by rail to Bath and Dansville.
Engine E1
A train engine, located in Avon
Banana Warehouse
A warehouse containing bananas, located in Avon
Bath
A town, connected by rail to Avon and Corning
Boxcar from Bath
A train boxcar, located in Bath
Dansville
A town, connected by rail to Avon and Corning
Boxcar from Dansville
A train boxcar, located in Dansville
Corning
A town, connected by rail to Bath, Dansville and Elmira
Tanker car
A train tanker car, located in Corning
Orange Warehouse
A warehouse containing oranges, located in Corning
Elmira
A town, connect by rail to Corning
Engine E2
A train engine, located in Elmira
Engine E3
A train engine, located in Elmira
Boxcar from Elmira
A train boxcar, located in Elmira
OJ Factory
A factory producing orange juice, located in Elmira
Dialogue:
[0]M : one tanker car of orange juice to Avon and a boxcar of bananas to Corning both by 3 PM so let ’s
start with the orange juice in order to get orange juice to Avon we have to get oranges to the orange
juice factory and then the orange juice to Avon
[1]S : right
[2]M : so essentially we have to again get the boxcar and engine to Corning so the fastest way to do that
is from Elmira so we ’ll do that
In sentence [2], does "Corning" refer to something previously mentioned? In other words, does any earlier
phrase that represents the same entity as "Corning"? If yes, which previous phrase does "Corning" refer
to? If there is no such phrase, just reply "None".

GPT4:
Yes, "Corning" refers to something previously mentioned. The previous phrase that represents the same
entity as "Corning" is "a boxcar of bananas to Corning" in sentence [0].

Figure 13: Prompt for the first case in Figure 3.
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Prompt for Manual Evaluation and LLM output

Prompt:
The following text is a news article. The article starts with the line "Article:", followed by a list of
sentences, each in a line beginning with a number in square brackets. In sentence [1], does "the problem"
refer to something previously mentioned?

Article:

[0]Solo woodwind players have to be creative if they want to work a lot , because their repertoire and
audience appeal are limited .
[1]The oboist Heinz Holliger has taken a hard line about the problem : He commissions and splendidly
interprets fearsome contemporary scores and does some conducting , so he does n’t have to play the same
Mozart and Strauss concertos over and over again .

In sentence [1], does "the problem" refer to something previously mentioned? In other words, does any
earlier phrase that represents the same entity as "the problem"? If yes, which previous phrase does "the
problem" refer to? If there is no such phrase, just reply "None".

GPT4:
Yes, "the problem" refers to something previously mentioned. The previous phrase that represents the same
entity as "the problem" is "their repertoire and audience appeal are limited".

Figure 14: Prompt for the second case in Figure 3.
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Prompt for Manual Evaluation and LLM output

Prompt:
The following text is a dialogue. First, the setting is introduced (beginning with the line ‘Setting:’).
Then a few objects, starting with the line ‘Objects:’. Then a few characters, starting with the line
‘Characters:’. The dialogue proper starts with the line ‘Dialogue:’, followed by a list of utterances,
each in a line beginning with a number in square brackets. In sentence [5], does "it" refer to something
previously mentioned?
"Setting:
Princess’ Chamber/Inside Tower
This chamber is the bedroom of a princess who lives in the castle. The bedroom is very luxurious and
ornate, with a soft bed piled in quilts and a nice warm fire place adorned with trinkets. On the floor
there is a big rug with a beautiful design. On the wall, there is a tapestry depicting a romantic looking
garden scene. There are some fresh flowers on a table near the bed. There is one big window framed with
heavy drapes near the bed.
The bedroom was originally simple quarters for various nobility, but the princess thought that living in
one of the towers seemed very fun and so the king arranged for her chamber to be set up in the tower. He
paid for all of the finest items to furnish the room with. The princess had been living there for almost
ten years now.
Objects:
a trinket
The trinket is small and made of silver. It looks like something a wealthy child would receive as a
present.
a fire place
The fire place is warm and made of stone.
a big rug
The big rug is soft to the touch.
a table
Its surface is piled with goblets and platters.
a quilts
While from afar the quilt appears beautiful, fluffy and soft, up close it is clear that it is worn and
full of tears.
a tapestry
The brightly colored tapestry hangs regally on the wall. It depicts a summer scene of wildlife in a lush
green meadow.
a Flower
The flower is majestic, a royal blue with a bright green stem.
a soft bed
This bed is very small but so ridiculously soft. It looks brand new which is weird because it’s 245 years
old
a rug
The rug is ornate and detailed. You think the owner must have paid a hefty pricce for something so
exquisite.
a bed
The bed is unkempt, with the sheets falling off of it on either side.
a wardrobe
The wardrobe is made of high quality woods, intricate designs have been carved on its surface.
a big window
The glass of the big window is warped and difficult to see through. The streams in the glass appeared as
if water frozen in place.
a robe
The robe is soft and worn. It is a royal purple color.
a drapes
The drape is torn and covered in old blood. There must have been quite a story behind its sorry state.
Characters:
cat
I am in many mythical stories. I like to sneak around. I am a black cat.
a shape-shifting cat
I am a cat who can change shape. I travel with the soldiers, and become one of them when we go to battle.
Sometimes I am a worm on the forest floor, listening to everyone’s secrets. I appear as a beautiful
maiden and lead enemies to the camp, where they are slaughtered. I am loyal, dangerous, and cunning.
Dialogue:
[0]cat: I appear in many folk tales , it is true . But what I appear as is in the eye of the beholder .
To me , I m just a simple cat .
[1]a shape - shifting cat: A simple cat you may be , but that is the form I enjoy . No one suspects a cat
lurking by doorways when a choice bit of news may arrive .
[2]cat: You are right . Apart from the small mice amongst us , I am what I am . I am glad it is enough
for you . At least we have each other for company , and in this room no less ! There is nothing quite
like a tapestry .
[3]a shape - shifting cat: Perhaps if I transformed myself into a maiden , I could go to the kitchen
and fetch us some treats . Just last week I used the that shape to beguile some foolish humans who were
stupid enough to chase me . They were slaughtered the moment they set food in our soldiers camp .
[4]cat: You are special ! And given that this is the bedroom of a princess , then it would surprise
anyone that you were coming out of a room fit for one !
[5]a shape - shifting cat: Yes , this robe would do nicely . But do you stay here only , in this room ?
For fine as it is , the world is a wide place to explore !
In sentence [5], does "it" refer to something previously mentioned? In other words, does any earlier
phrase that represents the same entity as "it"? If yes, which previous phrase does "it" refer to? If
there is no such phrase, just reply "None".

GPT4:
"Yes, "it" refers to the previously mentioned "robe".

Figure 15: Prompt for the third case in Figure 3.
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